June 23, 2014

Progress DataDirect Expands High-Performance Connectivity to MongoDB and Amazon
Redshift
Progress Showcases Data Connectivity Capabilities at MongoDB World 2014
BEDFORD, Mass.--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- Progress (NASDAQ: PRGS) today announced expanded capabilities for its leading
®

®

Progress DataDirect data connectivity solution with new support for MongoDB and Amazon Redshift databases. The
flexible and high-performance cloud and on-premise application connectivity of the Progress DataDirect solution has been
extended to these popular technologies in addition to existing support for dozens of other data sources used in enterprises.
With the growth of business critical systems being developed with MongoDB and Amazon Redshift, the demand to
interchange that data across IT ecosystems is growing. The innovative Progress DataDirect solution for data integration
provides a simplified, scalable, secure and fast method for data connectivity without the complications of traditional
methods.
See the Progress DataDirect Solution in Action at MongoDB World 2014 Booth #119
Progress is sponsoring and hosting a booth at MongoDB World 2014 in New York, NY, June 23-25, 2014, where the
company will showcase connectivity to MongoDB and demonstrate how it can help businesses actualize trends in big data
and the Internet of Things (IoT). Visit Progress in booth #119 at the Sheraton New York Times Square.
Executive Quote:
Tony Fisher, VP, data collaboration and integration at Progress, said, "As the popularity of NoSQL data sources, particularly
MongoDB, continues to grow, it is critical to connect to and use the growing volume of data for business intelligence. With
the expansion of the Progress DataDirect solution to support MongoDB and Amazon Redshift, enterprises can easily
integrate their data with virtually any application they choose."
Additional Resources:
Progress Corporate Blog
Progress DataDirect Blog
Follow Progress Software on Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn and Google+
Follow Progress DataDirect on Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn and Google+
About Progress Software Corporation
Progress Software Corporation (NASDAQ: PRGS) is a global software company that simplifies the development, deployment
and management of business applications on-premise or in the cloud, on any platform or device, to any data source, with
enhanced performance, minimal IT complexity and low total cost of ownership. Progress Software can be reached
at www.progress.com or 1-781-280-4000.
Progress and DataDirect are trademarks or registered trademarks of Progress Software Corporation in the U.S. and other
countries. Any other names contained herein may be trademarks of their respective owners.
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